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Abstract—In recent years, the image and video coding technologies have advanced by leaps and bounds. However, due to the popularization of image and video acquisition devices, the growth rate of image and video data is far beyond the improvement of the compression ratio. In particular, it has been widely recognized that there are increasing challenges of pursuing further high performance within the traditional hybrid coding framework. Deep convolution neural network which makes the neural network resurge in recent years and has achieved great success in both artificial intelligence and signal processing fields, also provides a novel and promising solution for image and video compression. In this paper, we provide a systematic, comprehensive and up-to-date review of neural network-based image and video compression techniques. The evolution and development of neural network-based compression methodologies are introduced for images and video respectively. More specifically, the cutting-edge video coding techniques by leveraging deep learning and HEVC framework are presented and discussed, which promote the state-of-the-art video coding performance substantially. Moreover, the end-to-end image and video coding frameworks based on neural networks are also reviewed, revealing interesting explorations on next generation image and video coding frameworks/standards. The most significant research works on the image and video coding related topics using neural networks are highlighted, and future trends are also envisioned. In particular, the joint compression on semantic and visual information is tentatively explored to formulate high efficiency signal representation structure for both human vision and machine vision, which are the two dominant signal receptors in the age of artificial intelligence.

Index Terms—Neural network, deep learning, CNN, image compression, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

I mage and video compression plays an important role in providing high quality image/video services under the limited capabilities of transmission networks and storage. The redundancies within images and videos are fundamentally important for image and video compression, including spatial redundancy, visual redundancy and statistical redundancy. Besides, the temporal redundancy existing in video sequences enables the video compression to achieve higher compression ratio compared with image compression.

For image compression, the early methods mainly realize compression by directly utilizing the entropy coding to reduce statistical redundancy within the image, such as Huffman coding [1], Golomb code [2] and arithmetic coding [3]. In later 1960s, transform coding was proposed for image compression by encoding the spatial frequencies, including Fourier transform [4] and Hadamard transform [5]. In 1974, Ahmed et al. proposed Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) for image coding [6], which can compact image energy in the low frequency domain such that compression in the frequency domain becomes much more efficient.

Besides reducing statistical redundancy by entropy coding and transform techniques, the prediction and quantization techniques are further proposed to reduce spatial redundancy and visual redundancy in images. The most popular image compression standard, JPEG, is a successful image compression system by integrating its preceding coding techniques. It first divides image into blocks and then transforms blocks into the DCT domain. For each block, the differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) [7] is applied to its DC component to reduce the visual redundancy, a special quantization table is designed to well preserve low-frequency information and discard more high-frequency (noise-like) details as humans are less sensitive to the information loss in high frequency parts [8]. Another well-known still image compression standard, JPEG 2000 [9], applies the 2D wavelet transform instead of DCT to represent images in a compact form, and utilizes an efficient arithmetic coding method, EBCOT [10], to reduce the statistical redundancy existing in wavelet coefficients.

For video coding, temporal redundancy, which could be removed by inter-frame prediction, becomes the dominant one
due to the high correlation between successive frames captured in a very short time interval. To acquire inter-prediction efficiently, the block based motion prediction was proposed in 1970s [11]. In 1979, Netravali and Stuller proposed motion compensation transform framework [12], which is well known as the hybrid prediction/transform coder nowadays. Reader provided an introduction to the historical development of the first generation methods [13].

After several decades of development, the hybrid prediction/transform coding methods have achieved great success. Many coding standards have been developed and widely used in various applications, such as MPEG-1/2/4, H.261/2/3 and H.264/AVC [14], as well as AVS (Audio and Video coding Standard in China) [15] and HEVC [16]. Taking the latest video coding standard, HEVC, as an example, it utilized neighboring reconstructed pixels to predict the current coding block, with 33 angular intra prediction modes, the DC mode and the planar mode, as shown in Fig. 1. For inter-frame coding, HEVC improves the coding performance by further refining its predecessor, H.264/AVC, from multiple perspectives, e.g., increasing the diversity of the PU division, utilizing more interpolation filter taps for sub-sample motion compensation [17] and refining the side information coding including more most probable modes (MPMs) for intra mode coding [18], advanced motion vector prediction (AMVP) and merge mode for motion vector predictor coding [19]. Another new video coding tool in state-of-the-art video coding framework is loop filtering, and many loop filters [20]–[25] have been proposed since 2000. Herein, the deblock filtering [26], [27] and sample adaptive offset (SAO) [28] has been adopted into HEVC. However, the refinement strategies for traditional hybrid video coding framework based on image and video local correlations are more and more difficult for further coding efficiency improvement.

Recently, neural networks, especially the convolution neural networks (CNN), have achieved significant success in many fields including the image/video understanding, processing and compression etc. A CNN is usually comprised of one or more convolutional layers. In particular, some tasks also append several fully-connected layers after the convolution layers. The parameters in these layers can be well trained based on massive image and video samples labelled for specific tasks in an end-to-end strategy. The trained CNN can be well applied to solve classification, recognition and prediction tasks on test data with highly efficient adaptability. The quality of the prediction signals generated by CNN has surpassed that of the rule-based predictors. Moreover, the CNN can be interpreted as feature extractors to transform the image and video into feature space with compact representation, which is beneficial for image and video compression. Based on these excellent characteristics of CNN, it has also been recognized as a promising solution for compression task. Therefore, to well understand the existing development of CNN on image and video compression, this paper provides a detailed review on image and video compression using neural network.

Due to the vast scope of this review, we divide the main body of the paper into four parts for clearer presentation. In section II, we introduce the basic concept for neural network and image/video compression. Section III provides a detailed review on the development of neural network based image compression techniques. In section IV, we review the techniques of neural network based video compression. In section V, we revisit the neural network based optimization techniques for image and video compression. The further rationale in section III mainly follows the timeline of network development to introduce the neural network based image compression based on representative network architectures. In section IV, we mainly focus on the CNN based video coding techniques imbedded in the state-of-the-art hybrid video coding framework, HEVC, and also introduce some new video coding frameworks based CNN. Finally, section VI prospects the important challenges in deep learning based image/video compression and concludes the paper.

II. INTRODUCTION OF NEURAL NETWORK AND IMAGE/VIDEO COMPRESSION

In this section, we firstly revisit the basic concepts and development history of neural networks briefly. Subsequently, we introduce the frameworks and basic technique development for block based image coding and hybrid video coding framework.

A. Neural Network

With the interdisciplinary research of neuroscience and mathematics, the neural network (NN) was invented, which has shown strong abilities in the context of non-linear transform and classification. Intuitively, the network consists of multiple layers of simple processing units called neuron (perceptron), which interacts with each other via weighted connections. The neurons get activated through weighted connections from previously activated neurons. To achieve non-linearity, the activation functions are always applied for all the intermediate layers [29]. A simple neural network architecture is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of one input layer, one output layer and multiple hidden layers, each of which contains various number of neurons.

The learning procedure of simple perceptron has been proposed and analyzed in 1960s [30]. During the 1970s and 1980s, backpropagation procedure [31], [32] inspired by the chain rule for derivatives of the training objectives was proposed to solve the training problem of the multi-layer perceptron (MLP). Then, the multi-layer architectures

Fig. 1. Illustration of HEVC intra prediction. (a) different intra modes; (b) angular prediction instance.
are mostly trained by stochastic gradient descent with backpropagation procedure although it is computationally intensive and suffers from bad local minima. However, the dense connections between the adjacent layers in neural networks make the amount of model parameters increase quadratically and prohibit the development of neural networks in computational efficiency. With the introduction of parameter-sharing for MLP 1990 [33], a more light-weighted version of neural network called convolutional neural network was proposed and applied in the documents recognition, which makes the large scale neural network training possible.

B. Image and Video Compression

Among the various coding frameworks, the core techniques in image and video compression are transform and prediction. JPEG [34] is the most popular image compression standard, which consists of the basic transform/prediction modules as shown in Fig. 3(a). In JPEG, the input image is partitioned into $8 \times 8$ non-overlapped blocks, each of which is transformed into the frequency domain using block-DCT (BDCT). For each transformed block, the DCT coefficients are then compressed into a binary stream via quantization and entropy coding. For video compression, most of popular video coding standards adopt the transform-prediction based hybrid video coding framework as shown in Fig. 3(b), e.g., MPEG-2, H.264/AVC and HEVC. Different from JPEG, HEVC utilizes more intra prediction modes from neighboring reconstructed blocks in spatial domain instead of DC prediction, as shown in Fig. 1. Besides intra prediction, more coding gains of video compression come from the high efficient inter prediction, which utilizes motion estimation to find the most similar blocks as prediction for the to-be-coded block. Moreover, HEVC adopts two loop filters, i.e., deblocking filter and SAO, to reduce the compression artifacts sequentially.

In the above block based image and video coding standards, the compression is usually block-dependent and must be performed block by block sequentially, which limits the compression parallelism using parallel computation platform, e.g. GPU. Moreover, the independent optimization strategy for each individual coding tool also limits the compression performance improvement compared with end-to-end optimization compression. In essence, there is another technological development trajectory based on the neural network techniques for image and video compression as summarized in Fig. 4. With the resurgence of neural network, the marriage of traditional image/video compression and CNN further advances their progress. In the following sections, we will introduce the development of neural network based image/video compression and related representative techniques.

III. PROGRESS OF NEURAL NETWORK BASED IMAGE COMPRESSION

In this section, we introduce the image compression using machine learning methods especially from neural network perspective, which mainly originated from late 1980s [35]. This section is organized according to the historical development of neural network techniques, mainly including the Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Random Neural Network, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). In the final subsection, we will introduce the recent development of the image coding techniques using generative adversarial networks (GAN).

A. Multi-Layer Perceptron Based Image Coding

MLP [36] consists of an input layer of neurons (or nodes, units), several hidden layers of neurons, and a final layer of output neurons. The output $h_i$ of each neuron $i$ within the MLP is denoted as,

$$h_i = \sigma(\sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij} x_j + c_i), \quad (1)$$

where $\sigma(\cdot)$ is the activation function, $c_i$ denotes the bias-term of linear transform and the $w_{ij}$ indicates the adjustable parameter, weight, which represents the connection between layers. The theoretical analysis has shown that the MLP constructed with over one hidden layer can approximate any continuous computable function to an arbitrary precision [37]. This property provides the evidence for the scenarios such as dimension reduction and data compression. The initiative of using MLP for image compression is to design unitary transforms for the whole spatial data.

In 1988, Chua and Lin proposed an end-to-end image compression framework by leveraging high parallelism and the powerful compact representation of neural network [35], which may be useful as a model of the human brain-like coding functions. They formulated the traditional image compression steps, i.e., the unitary transform of spatial domain image data, the quantization of transform coefficients and binary coding of quantized coefficients, as an integrated optimization problem to minimize the following cost function,

$$e_{k,l} = \|X - \hat{y}_{k,l} u_l^T u_l\|^2 \quad (2)$$

$$\hat{y}_{k,l} = (s_1 2^{-1} + s_2 2^{-2} + \cdots + s_l 2^{-b_l}) - m_{k,l}, \quad (3)$$

where $\hat{y}_{k,l} \in [0, 1]$ is the reconstructed transform coefficients, $u_l$ is the orthogonal transform kernel and $(s_1, s_2, \cdots, s_l)$ are the binary codes representing the quantization level for $\hat{y}_{k,l}$. Then, the authors utilized a decomposition/decision neural network to solve the optimization problem in Eqn. (2) to find the optimal binary code combination, which is the output of the compressed bitstream. In 1989, the fully connected neural network with 16 hidden units was trained to compress each $8 \times 8$ patch of an image using back propagation [39]. However, this strategy fixed the neural network parameters for specific
number of binary codes, which is difficult to adapt to variable compression ratio in the optimal state.

Sonehara et al. proposed to train a dimension reduction neural network to compress the input image, and took the quantization and entropy coding as individual modules [38]. Fig. 5 shows the architecture of the dimension reduction neural network, where the auto-encoder bottleneck structure is deployed. In particular, the number of neurons in the bottleneck layer is smaller than the number of neurons in the input and output layers so as to reduce the dimension of data. To speed up the learning process, the input image is divided into blocks, which are fed to different sub-neural networks in parallel. The design using multiple sub-neural networks requires the input image to be strictly similar to the learned ones due to different sub-neural networks being responsible for texture-specific structures. Therefore, the generalization of this model is limited, specifically, a loss of up to 10dB in SNR for unlearned images is reported. To obtain better performance and generalization capability, Sicuranza et al. trained a unique small neural network by feeding the image blocks sequentially, the loss of which is only about 1dB in SNR from unlearned images to learned images [40].

However, the adaptivity of above mentioned algorithms is determined by manually-setting different number of hidden neurons rather than bringing networks with more layers and complex connections, which may restrict the power of MLP in terms of compression performance [41]. To tackle this problem, MLP-based predictive image coding algorithm [42] was investigated by exploiting the spatial context information. Specifically, the spatial information to the left and above (points A, B, and C, each small block corresponds to one pixel in Fig. 6(a)) was adopted to generate the non-linear predictor of the bottom-right pixel in Fig. 6(a). There are three input nodes, 30 hidden nodes and one output node for the MLP predictor as shown in Fig. 6(b), and the MLP model is trained by utilizing the back propagation algorithm [32] to minimize the mean square errors between original and predicted signals. Based on their experiments, the MLP based non-linear predictor achieves an improvement on error entropy from 4.7 bits per pixel (bpp) to 3.9 bpp compared with linear predictor.
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B. Random Neural Network Based Image Coding

A new class of random neural network was introduced in the 1989. Random neural network performs differently from the above mentioned MLP based methods in which signals are in spatial domain and optimized by the gradient back-propagation method. The signals in random neural network are transmitted in the form of spikes of unit amplitude. The communication between these neurons is modeled as a Poisson process where positive signals represent excitatory signals and negative signals represent inhibition. Some theoretical results were presented to analyze the behavior of random neural network in [47]. A “backpropagation” type training method is adopted to update the parameters, which requires the solution of n linear and n non-linear equations each time with a new input-output pair.

Some researchers considered the combination of the random neural network and image compression, and presented some meaningful results. Gelenbe and Sungur first applied the random neural network in the image compression task [48]. The architecture adopts a feedforward encoder/decoder random neural network with one intermediate layer. In particular, the first layer takes an image as the input, the last layer outputs a reconstructed image and the intermediate layer products compressed bits. Gelenbe and Sungur further extend the work in [48] by designing an adaptive still block-by-block random neural network compression/decompression [49]. There are multiple distinct neural compression networks $C_1, \ldots, C_L$, which are designed to achieve different compression levels. Each of these networks compresses the block in parallel, and the choice of the networks is select according to the quality of decompressed results. Hai further improved the compression performance by integrating the random neural network into the wavelet domain of images.

C. Convolutional Neural Network Based Coding

Recently, CNN outperforms the traditional algorithms by a huge margin in high-level computer vision tasks such as the image classification, object detection. Even for many low-level computer vision tasks, it also achieves very impressive performance, e.g., super-resolution and compression artifact reduction. CNN adopts the convolution operation to characterize the correlation between neighboring pixels, and the cascaded convolution operations well conform the hierarchical statistical properties of natural images. In addition, the local receptive fields and shared weights introduced by the convolution operations also decrease trainable parameters of CNN, which significantly reduce the risk of the over-fitting problem. Inspired by powerful representation of CNN for images, many works have been carried out to explore the feasibility of CNN-based lossy image compression.

However, it is difficult to straightforwardly incorporate the CNN model into end-to-end image compression. Generally speaking, CNN training depends on the back-propagation and stochastic gradient descent algorithm which demand the almost-everywhere differentiability of the loss function with respect to the trainable parameters such as the convolution weights and biases. Due to the quantization module in image compression, it produces zero gradients almost everywhere which stops the parameters updating in the CNN. In addition, the classical rate-distortion optimization is difficult to be applied to CNN based compression framework. This is because the end-to-end training for CNN needs a differentiable loss function, but the rate must be calculated based on the population distribution of the whole quantized bins, which is usually non-differentiable with respect to arguments in CNN.

Ballé et al. first introduced an end-to-end optimized CNN framework for image compression under the scalar quantization assumption in 2016 [52], [53]. The framework is illustrated in Fig. 7, which consists of two modules, i.e., analysis and synthesis transforms for encoder and decoder. In analysis transform, there are three stages of convolution, subsampling,
and divisive normalization. Each stage starts with an affine convolution:

$$v_i^{(k)}(m,n) = \sum (h_{k,ij} * u_j^{(k)})(m,n) + c_{k,i},$$

(5)

where $u_j^{(k)}$ is the $j^{th}$ input channel of the $k^{th}$ stage at spatial location $(m,n)$, $*$ denotes 2D convolution operation and $h_{k,ij}$ represents the convolution parameter. $c_{k,i}$ is the bias parameter of the convolution neural network. The output of convolution is downsampled:

$$w_j^{(k)}(m,n) = v_i^{(k)}(s_k m, s_k n),$$

(6)

where $s_k$ is the downsampling factor. Finally, the downsampled signals processed by a generalized divisive normalization (GDN) transform:

$$u_i^{(k+1)}(m,n) = \frac{w_i^{(k)}(m,n)}{(\beta_{k,i} + \sum_j \gamma_{k,ij}(w_j^{(k)}(m,n))^2)^{\frac{1}{2}}}$$

(7)

where $\beta_{k,i}$ and $\gamma_{k,ij}$ are the bias and scale parameters for the normalization operation.

Since the synthesis transform is the inverse operation of the analysis transform, all the parameters across all three stages, $\{h, c, \beta, \gamma\}$ will be optimized according to rate-distortion objective function in an end-to-end style. To deal with the zero derivatives due to the quantization, Ballé et al. utilized an additive i.i.d uniform noise to simulate the quantizer in CNN training procedure, which enables the stochastic gradient descent approach to the optimization problem. This method outperforms JPEG2000 according to both PSNR and MS-SSIM metrics. In addition, Ballé and his colleagues extended such model using the scale hyper priors for entropy estimation [54], which achieved similar objective coding performance with HEVC. Minnen et al. continued to enhance the context model of entropy coding for end-to-end optimized image compression [55] and outperformed the HEVC intra coding. For future practical utility, both hardware-end support and the energy-efficiency analysis should be further explored since the autoregressive component is not easily parallelizable. The image compression performance is further improved by Zhou et al. by utilizing pyramidal feature fusion structure at the encoder and a CNN based post-processing filter at the decoder [56]. The other end-to-end image compression work joint with quantization and entropy coding can be referred in [57] and [58], and the CNN prediction based image compression can be can be referred in [59].

### D. Recurrent Neural Network Based Coding

Unlike the CNN architecture mentioned above, RNN is a class of neural network with memory to store the recent behaviors. In particular, memory units in RNN have the connections to themselves, which transmit transformed information from the execution in the past. By taking advantage of these stored information, RNN changes the behavior of the current forward process to adapt to the context of current input. Hochreiter et al. proposed the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [60] to overcome the insufficiency of the decayed error backflow. More advanced improvements such as Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [61] are presented to simplify the recurrent evolution processes, and meanwhile they maintain the performance of the recurrent network in relevant tasks [62]. In analogous to CNN, for image compression task, RNN still suffers from the difficulties to propagate the gradients of the rate estimation.

Toderici et al. firstly proposed a RNN-based image compression scheme [63] by utilizing a scaled-additive coding framework to restrict the number of coding bits instead of the approximation of rate estimation in CNN [52]. More specifically, the proposed method in [63] is an multi-iteration compression architecture supporting variational bitrate compression in progressive style. As shown in Fig. 8, there are three modules in a single iteration, i.e., an encoding network $E$, a binarizer $B$ and a decoding network $D$, where $D$ and $E$ contain recurrent network components. The residual signals between the input image patch and the reconstructed one from decoding network $D$ can be further compressed into the next iteration. To further improve the RNN-based image compression, Minnen et al. presented a spatially adaptive image compression framework [64]. In this framework, the input images is divided into tiles which is similar to the existing image codecs such as the JPEG and JPEG2000. For each tile, an initial prediction is generated by a fully-convolutional neural network from the spatial neighboring tiles which have been decoded in the left and above regions. However, based on the released results, the proposed method only outperforms JPEG while it is inferior to JPEG2000.

### E. Generative Adversarial Network Based Coding

Generative Adversarial Network is one of most attractive improvements in the application of deep neural network. GAN optimizes two network models i.e., generator and discriminator, simultaneously. Discriminator takes advantage of deep neural network to distinguish whether the samples are generated form the generator. At the same time, the generator is trained to overcome the discriminator and produce samples which pass the inspection. Adversarial loss has the advantage to assist the generator to improve the subjective quality of images and also can be designed for different tasks. In the image compression task, some research works focused on the perceptual quality of the decoded images and utilized GAN to improve the coding performance.

One of the representative works is proposed by Rippel and Bourdev in 2017 [65], and it is an integrated and
In addition, Gregor *et al.* introduced a homogeneous deep generative convolutional model DRAW [67] to the image compression task. Different from previous works, Gregor *et al.* aimed to conceptual compression by generating the image semantic information as possible [68]. A GAN-based framework for extreme image compression, targeting bitrates below 0.1 bpp, is explored in detail, which allows for different degrees of content generation [69]. At present, the GAN-based compression is successful in narrow-domain images such as faces, and still needs more research on establishing models for general natural images.

### IV. Advancement of Video Coding With Neural Networks

The study of deep learning based video coding by leveraging the state-of-the-art video coding standard HEVC has been an active area of research in recent years. Almost all the modules in HEVC have been explored and improved by incorporating various deep learning models. In this section, we will review the development of video coding works with deep learning models from the five main modules in HEVC, i.e., intra prediction, inter-prediction, quantization, entropy coding and loop filtering. Finally, we will introduce several novel video coding paradigms, which are different from hybrid video coding framework.

#### A. Intra Prediction Techniques Using Neural Networks

Although many neural network based image compression methods have been proposed and can be regarded as intra-coding strategy for video compression, their performances only surpass JPEG and JPEG2000 and are inferior to HEVC intra coding obviously. This also shows the superiority of the hybrid video coding framework. Therefore, many researchers focuses on video coding performance improvement by integrating the neural network techniques into hybrid video coding framework, especially into the state-of-the-art HEVC framework. Cui *et al.* proposed an intra-prediction convolutional neural network (IPCNN) to improve the intra prediction efficiency, which is the first work integrating CNN into HEVC intra prediction. In IPCNN, the current $8 \times 8$ block is firstly predicted according to HEVC intra prediction mechanism, and the best prediction version of current block generated by mode decision as well as its three nearest neighboring reconstructed $8 \times 8$ blocks as additional context, i.e., the left block, the upper block and the upper-left block, composer a $16 \times 16$ block, which is utilized as the input of IPCNN. The residual learning approach is adopted and the output of IPCNN is the residual block by subtracting the original blocks from the input ones. Then, the refined intra-prediction for the current $8 \times 8$ block can be derived by subtracting the output residual block from the input one. The designed IPCNN not only heritages the powerful prediction efficiency of CNN, but also takes advantage of the far-distance structure information in spatial neighboring $8 \times 8$ blocks instead of only utilizing one column plus one row reconstructed neighboring pixels as HEVC intra prediction. The additional context for prediction as well as the residue learning approach offers extra coding efficiency.

Instead of using CNN to improve the quality of best HEVC intra prediction, Li *et al.* proposed a new intra prediction mode using fully connected network (IPFCN) [70], which competes with the existing 35 HEVC intra prediction modes. Similar with IPCNN, IPFCN also utilizes neighboring multiple reference lines of reconstructed pixels as contextual input, but the prediction version of the current block from HEVC intra prediction is not utilized. Fig.10 shows the IPFCN structure, which is an end-to-end intra prediction mapping from reconstructed neighboring pixels to current block. Except for the output layer, each connected layer is followed by a nonlinear activation layer, where the parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU) is utilized. Each node of the output layer corresponds to a pixel. The corresponding coding performance as well as complexity is depicted in Table. I, where the abbreviation “L” means light (which means parameter reduction version of models w/o “L”), “D” means dual (which means train one particular IPFCN model for DC and Planar modes,
TABLE I
THE CODING PERFORMANCE OF IPFCN [70] UNDER COMMON TEST CONDITION WITH FULL LENGTH SEQUENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>IPFCN vs. HM-16.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPFCN-S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class A</td>
<td>-3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class B</td>
<td>-2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class C</td>
<td>-1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class D</td>
<td>-1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class E</td>
<td>-3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>-2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encode Time</td>
<td>4930%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decode Time</td>
<td>26572%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. The network structure of IPFCN [70].

Fig. 11. The framework of neural network based intra prediction using up-sampling [73].

and another IPFCN model for the remaining angular modes), and “S” means single model (which means to train one model for all the intra prediction modes). The running time is tested on CPU platform. Compared with HEVC reference software HM-16.9, the proposed method achieved obvious bitrate saving, up to 3.0% BD-rate saving on average. In particular, the IPFCN performs better for ultra high resolution 4K videos in class A, achieving up to 4.4% BD-rate saving. However, the complexity is extremely high due to the fully connected neural nets and the float-point operations during the multiplication calculation, and there are up to more than 200 times increase for decoding as shown in Table I. The CNN based chroma intra prediction is proposed in [71] by utilizing both the reconstructed luma block and neighboring chrom blocks to improve intra chroma prediction efficiency. In [72], Pfaff et al. proposed a more high efficiency intra prediction network under JEM software, and the running time of its simplification version only increase by 74% and 38% for intra encoding and decoding process with about 2.26% BD-rate saving.

Instead of using neighboring reference samples to obtain block prediction, Li et al. explored CNN based down/upsampling techniques as a new intra prediction mode for HEVC [73] and its extension for inter frame is proposed in [74]. Different from previous image-level down/upsampling techniques [75], [76], Li et al. designed the down/upsampling method in CTU-level and the framework is shown in Fig. 11. In down/up-sampling mode, each CTU is firstly down-sampled into low resolution version, which is then coded using HEVC intra coding method. The upsampling is applied for the reconstructed low resolution CTU to restore its original resolution. To remove the boundary artifacts, a second stage upsampling CNN network is applied when the whole frame has been reconstructed. Then, the second-stage upsampling CNN can access to all the surrounding blocks of down/upsampling CTUs. To ensure the coding efficiency, a flag is signaled into bitstream to indicate whether the down/upsampling is switched on. Herein, the flag is determined according to the rate distortion optimization at the encoder. Due to the high efficiency of CNN based upsampling techniques, this work achieves significant coding gain especially at low bitrate scenario, around 5.5% bitrate saving on average compared with HEVC. However, due to the limitations of the up-sampling algorithm, the bitrate saving for QPs (\(22, 27, 32, 37\)) utilized in common test condition of HEVC is only 0.7% for luma component.

In addition, the performance is also affected by the QPs used in compressed training video sequences, and the performance will degenerate when the test QPs deviate from those in the training stage. Based on the results using cross QP models, for the learned model from videos compressed at \(QP = Q_{P0}\), the performance degeneration when applying it to videos compressed at \(QP + 2\) is less than that of applying to videos compressed at \(QP - 2\). These results shows that the down/upsampling CNN prediction model is robust to the videos compressed by higher QPs. Beside intra prediction, Pfaff et al. utilized a fully connected neural network with one hidden layer and neighboring reconstructed samples to predict the intra mode probabilities [77], which can benefit the entropy coding module.

To alleviate the affects of compression noise on upsampling CNN, we proposed a dual-network based super-resolution strategy by bridging the low-resolution image and upsampling network using an enhancement network [78]. The enhancement network focuses on compressed noise reduction and feeds high quality input into the upsampling network. Compared with single upsampling network, the proposed method further improve coding performance at low bitrate scenario especially for ultra high resolution videos. In 2019, Li et al. designed a compact representation CNN model to further improve the super-resolution CNN based compression framework by constraining the information loss of the low resolution images [79]. Other CNN based intra coding techniques can be referred to \([80], [81]\), wherein the CTU level CNN enhancement model for intra coding is introduced in \([80]\) and RNN based intra prediction using neighboring reconstructed samples is introduced in \([81]\).
B. Neural Network Based Inter Prediction

In hybrid video coding, the inter prediction is realized by motion estimation on previous coded frames against the current frame, and in HEVC the precision of motion estimation is up to quarter-pixel, the value of which is calculated via interpolation, e.g., discrete cosine transform based interpolation filter (DCTIF) [17]. Intuitively, the more similar of the inter prediction block and the current block are, the higher coding performance is achieved due to fewer prediction residuals left. Huo et al. proposed a straightforward method [82] to improve inter prediction efficiency by utilizing the existing variable-filter-size residue-learning CNN (VRCNN) [83], which is named CNN-based motion compensation refinement (CNNMCR). The CNNMCR jointly employs the motion compensated prediction and its neighboring reconstructed blocks as input of VRCNN, which is trained by minimizing the mean square errors between the input and its corresponding original signal. In fact, the improvement of CNNMCR for inter prediction is because the designed network can improve the inter prediction quality by reducing the compression noise and the boundary artifacts due to independent block processing.

Considering the importance of fractional-pixel motion compensation in inter prediction, Yan et al. proposed a Fractional-pixel Reference generation CNN (FRCNN) to predict the fractional pixels [84]. This work is different from the previous interpolation or super-resolution problems, which predict pixel values in high resolution image, while FRCNN is to generate the fractional-pixels from reference frame to approach the current coding frame. Therefore, the fractional-pixel generation is formulated as a regression problem with the loss function as,

\[ f^* = \arg \min_{f \in \Delta} \mathcal{L}(f(X), Y), \]

where \( X \) is the motion compensation block by integer motion vector, \( Y \) is current coding block, and \( f \) is the regressor, which is implemented by CNN. Since the optimal position indicated by motion vectors may be in different fractional-pixel positions, e.g., three positions for half-pixel precision \((0,1/2), (1/2,0)\) and \((1/2,1/2)\). Thus, an individual CNN is trained for each fractional-pixel positions. Fig.12 shows a training example for three half-pixel CNN models. In essence, the principle of FRCNN is the same with that of adaptive interpolation filters [85], the parameters of which are derived by minimizing the prediction errors at fractional-pixel positions and need to be transmitted to decoder side. The performance of FRCNN mainly thanks to the high prediction efficiency of CNN, and it achieves on average 3.9%, 2.7% and 1.3% bitrate saving compared to HM-16.7, under Low-Delay P (LDP), Low-Delay B (LDB) and Random-Access (RA) configurations, respectively. However, the performance improvement comes from up to 120 FRCNN models for different slice types and 4 common QPs, which are trained from the specific videos compressed by HEVC under 4 common QPs and various coding configurations. Due to the poor generalization of the CNN models, the performance of FRCNN model may degenerate when applying it to the videos compressed by different configurations and QPs from training data, which is a potential problem to be solved in future.

Instead of improving the prediction performance for fractional-pixels, we directly explore the inter prediction block generation using CNN based frame rate up conversion (FRUC) techniques. A CNN based FRUC method in CTU level is proposed to generate a virtual reference frame \( F_{Virtual} \), which is utilized as a new reference frame and named as direct virtual reference frame (DVRF) [86], [87]. As shown in Fig. 13, current coding block can directly take the co-located block in \( F_{Virtual} \) as inter prediction block without motion vectors. The state-of-the-art deep FRUC approach Adaptive Separable Convolution [88] is adopted and the two nearest bi-directional reference frames in the reference list are utilized as input for the network. This method achieves very promising compression performance, about 4.6% bitrate saving compared with HM-16.9 and 0.7% bitrate saving compared with JEM-7.1 [89] on average as shown in Table II. Herein, JEM (Joint Exploration Model) is the reference software based on HEVC reference model for the JVET group, which is an organization working on the exploration of next generation video coding standard established by ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) in Oct. 2015. In addition, considering

![Fig. 12. Framework of the FRCNN in [84].](image)

![Fig. 13. Illustration for the proposed DVRF mode in [86].](image)
the limitation of the traditional bidirectional prediction using simple average of two prediction hypotheses, we further improve its efficiency by utilizing a six-layer CNN with 13 $\times$ 13 receptive field size to infer the inter prediction block in a nonlinear fashion [90], [91], which achieves 2.7% bitrate saving compared with HM-16.19 on average under the RA configuration as shown in Table II. Although these methods obtained significant compression performance improvement, they also dramatically increase the run time for both encoding and decoding. The encoding and decoding time in Table II are all tested with GPU for the convolution calculations in the proposed methods. The computation efficiency is still a severe problem for CNN based video compression techniques in practical applications. The CNN based fractional interpolation methods can be referred to [92], [93].

C. Neural Network Based Quantization and Entropy Coding for Video Coding

In video coding, quantization and entropy coding are the lossy and lossless compression procedures respectively. For quantization part, the scalar quantization strategy has dominated hybrid video coding framework due to its low cost in computation and memory. However, this uniform scalar quantization does not conform to the characteristics of human visual system, and is not friendly to perceptual quality improvement. In [94], Alam et al. proposed a two-step quantization strategy using neural networks. In the first step, a CNN named VNet-2 is utilized to predict local visibility threshold $C_T$ for HEVC distortions of individual video frames, and the VNet-2 consists of 894 trainable parameters in three layers, i.e., convolution, subsampling and full connection, each of which contains one feature map. In the second stage, the quantization steps for 64 $\times$ 64 CTU are derived by regression as,

$$\log(Q_{\text{step}}) = \alpha C_T^2 + \beta C_T + \gamma,$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $C_T$ is predicted visibility threshold in the first stage, and $\{\alpha, \beta, \gamma\}$ are the model parameters related with patch features. The model parameters are predicted from three separate committees of neural networks respectively, and each committee had a total of five two-layered feed-forward networks with 10 neurons. Based on the proposed adaptive quantization strategy, on average 11% bitrate saving can be obtained for luma channel against HEVC at the same perceptual quality measured by structural similarity (SSIM) [95].

After quantization, the syntax elements including coding modes and transform coefficients will be fed into entropy coding engine to further remove their statistical redundancy. HEVC adopts the CABAC as its entropy coding, which achieves very high coding efficiency mainly because there are many contexts designed to predict conditional probabilities accurately. Inspired by the prediction efficiency of CNN, Song et al. improved the CABAC performance on compressing the syntax elements of 35 intra prediction modes by leveraging CNN to directly predict the probability distribution of intra modes instead of the handcrafted context models [96]. The network architecture is based on LeNet-5 proposed by LeCun et al. [97], and the above-left, the above and the left reconstructed blocks with the same size of current coding block are utilized as one category of inputs. The other category inputs are the most probable modes (MPMs), each of which are transformed into a 35-dim one-hot binary vector. The output is a 35-dim vector recording the predicted probability values of the 35 modes. Due to the high prediction accuracy, the CNN based method can improve the CABAC performance achieving about 9.0% bitrate saving for intra prediction mode coding when CU size is 8 $\times$ 8. The similar principle can be applied to other syntax elements, e.g., motion vector, coefficients and transform indices. Puri et al. applied the CNN to predict the optimal transform index probability distribution from the quantized coefficient blocks, and then utilized the probability to binarize the transform index using a variable length instead of a fixed length coding to improve the entropy coding performance [98]. At present, the works on entropy coding are still limited and remain to be investigated, especially there are few CNN based work on the dominant syntax, quantized transform coefficients in video coding, which may bring more coding gains.

D. Neural Network Based Loop Filtering

Loop filtering module is first introduced into video coding standard since H.263+ [99], and many different kinds of loop filters [21]–[23], [27], [28] are proposed after that. Especially, inspired by the success of CNN on image/video restoration filed, many of CNN based loop filters are designed to remove compression artifacts recently, which are much easier to implement the end-to-end training compared with other video coding modules. Zhang et al. [100] proposed a residual highway convolutional neural network (RHCNN) for loop filtering in HEVC. It is a deep network with 13 layers and the basic high way unit in each layer consists of two convolutional layers followed by the corresponding activation function RelUs and an identity skip connection. Since the compression noise levels are distinct for videos compressed with different QPs and frame types including I/B/P frames, the CNN models should be trained for different QP and frame type combinations, which lead to 156 CNN models for video coding application. To reduce memory cost for CNN based loop filters, Zhang et al. merged the QPs into several bands, and trained the optimal RHCNNs for each band. Compared with HM-12.0, the RHCNN achieves about 5.7%, 5.68% and 4.35% bitrate saving for I/P/B frames in low bit-rate circumstances respectively with 2~3 times of encoding time increase even using GPU and 20~30 times of encoding time increase using CPU.

By leveraging the coherence of the spatial and temporal adaptations, we improved the performance of CNN based loop filter, and designed the spatial-temporal residue network (STResNet) based loop filter [101]. The loss function of STResNet is formulated as,

$$L(\Theta) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \| F(x_{i-1}, x_i | \Theta) - y_i \|^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $(x_{i-1}, x_i, y_i)$ are the training samples. $x_{i-1}$ and $x_i$ represent the $(i - 1)^{th}$ and $i^{th}$ reconstructed frames and $y_i$
corresponds to the uncompressed $i^{th}$ frame. $F(x_{i-1}, x_i | \Theta)$ represents the STResNet model, where $\Theta$ is the set of network parameters. Moreover, we further improved the filtering performance by introducing content-aware CNN based loop filter in [102]. For a reconstructed frame, multiple CNN models are trained according to their filtering performance iteratively as that in [103], and a corresponding discriminative network is also trained which is utilized to help select optimal filter in test stage to remove coding overheads. Compared with HEVC with/without ALF under HEVC common test condition (CTC), the proposed multi-model CNN filters achieve significant performance improvement as illustrated in Table III at the cost of explosive encoding and decoding run time increase even using GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU.

Although the CNN based loop filters have achieved substantial coding gains on the top of HEVC, these methods need to store multiple CNN models for different QPs, which increase the memory burdens for video codec. In [104], they provided an efficient solution for CNN based loop filters with memory efficiency. They combined QPs as an input fed into the CNN training stage by simply padding the scalar QPs into a matrix with the same size of input frames or patches. To some extent, this method alleviates the performance fluctuates of CNN based loop filters due to QP missing in training stage. Based on our experience, although the CNN based loop filters learned from combined QPs is a little inferior to QP-dependent CNN models, the performance loss is usually marginal. The residual prediction based CNN model of in-loop filter is proposed in [105] and the multi-scale CNN model for in-loop filter is designed in [106].

Regarding the complexity of DL and none-DL based loop filtering methods under HEVC framework, the encoding time of [102] is 114% and 108% when the ALF is turned off/on respectively. However, the decoding time is drastically increased into 15010% and 12800% respectively. While the corresponding encoding and decoding complexity for ALF itself is 104% and 123%. Hence, there still exists large quantity of space and potential in optimization for DL based loop filtering algorithms in future studies, such as pruning and quantization for the float-point weights and biases in neural networks.

Besides the in-loop filters, there are also some post-filtering algorithms proposed to improve the quality of decoded video and images by reducing the compression artifacts. Dong et al. proposed an end-to-end CNN [107] to remove the compression artifacts, which is learned in the supervised manner. The CNN architecture is work is derived from super-resolution network SRCNN [108] by embedding one or more "feature enhancement" layers after the first layer of SRCNN to clean the noisy features. Li et al. proposed a universal model to deal with compressed image at different compression ratios [109] by utilizing a very deep CNN model. Yang et al. proposed a multi-frame quality enhancement neural network for compressed video by utilizing the neighboring high quality frames to enhance the low quality frames. Herein, a support vector machine based detector is utilized to locate peak quality frames in compressed video [110]. CNN based quality enhancement also achieves convincing performance in the field of multiview plus depth video coding. Zhu et al. designed CNN models for the post-processing of synthesized views to promote the 3D video coding performances [111]. More works utilized more complicated structure to improve the compressed images [112], [113].

### E. New Video Coding Frameworks

#### Based on Neural Network

Although the elaborately designed hybrid video coding framework has achieved significant success on predominant compression performance, it becomes more and more difficult to be further improved. Moreover, it also becomes computation intensive and inhospitality to parallel computation as well as hardware manufacturer. Similar with neural network based image coding frameworks, some novel video coding frameworks are also investigated by assembling different neural network models. Chen et al. proposed a combination of several CNN networks called DeepCoder which achieved similar perceptual quality with low-profiled x264 encoder [114]. In DeepCoder, the intra prediction is implemented via a neural network to generate a feature map, denoted as $fMap$, and the inter prediction is obtained from motion estimation on previous frames. The $fMap$ is further quantized and encoded into stream. The intra- and inter-prediction residuals are transformed into a more compact domain using neural networks, the process of which is similar with that of $fMap$ generation in intra prediction but with different neural network parameters. Both the $fMaps$ from intra prediction and residuals are quantized and coded using Huffman entropy coding. Although there are not as many coding tools as H.264/AVC, the DeepCoder shows comparable compression performance compared with H.264/AVC, which shows a new solution for video coding.

Chen et al. proposed a fully learning-based video coding framework by introducing the concept of VoxelCNN via exploring spatial-temporal coherence to effectively perform predictive coding inside learning network [115]. Specifically, the proposed video coding framework can be divided into three modules, i.e., predictive coding, iterative analysis/synthesis and binarization. The VoxelCNN is designed to predict blocks in the video sequences conditioned on previously coded frames as well as the neighboring reconstructed blocks of current block. Then the compact discrete representation of the difference between predicted and original signals can be analyzed and synthesized in iterative manner using RNN model of Toderici et al. [63], which is composed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequences</th>
<th>Anchor HM-16.9</th>
<th>Anchor HM-16.9 + ALF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AI LDB RA</td>
<td>AI LDB RA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class A</td>
<td>-4.7% -6.7% -6.6%</td>
<td>-2.7% -3.2% -3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class B</td>
<td>-3.5% -5.7% -6.5%</td>
<td>-1.6% -2.5% -2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class C</td>
<td>-3.4% -5.0% -4.5%</td>
<td>-3.4% -4.0% -3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class D</td>
<td>-3.2% -3.8% -3.3%</td>
<td>-3.2% -3.4% -3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class E</td>
<td>-5.8% -8.6% -9.0%</td>
<td>-4.3% -5.8% -5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>-4.1% -6.0% -6.0%</td>
<td>-2.9% -3.7% -3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encode Time</td>
<td>114%</td>
<td>108%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decode Time</td>
<td>15010%</td>
<td>12800%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of several LSTM-based auto-encoders with connections between adjacent stages. Finally, the bitstream is subsequently obtained after binarization and entropy coding. Although lack of entropy coding in their present work, the scheme still shows comparable performance with H.264/AVC, showing its potential in future video coding.

Inspired by the prediction for future frames of generative models [116], Srivastava et al. proposed to utilize the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Encoder-Decoder framework to learn video representations in [117], which can be utilized to predict future video frames. There are mainly two models, LSTM Autoencoder Model and LSTM Future Predictor Model, which consist of two recurrent neural networks. Different from Ranzato’s work [116] predicting one future frame, this model can predict a long future sequence into the future. Based on the experiments, with 16 input natural video frames, the model can reconstruct these 16 frames and predict the future 13 frames.

V. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR IMAGE AND VIDEO COMPRESSION

The state-of-the-art video coding standard, HEVC, achieves the optimal compression performance by exhaustively traverse all the possible coding modes and partitions to determine the optimal coding parameters according to rate-distortion costs. The computational costs can be extremely reduced by predicting the optimal coding parameters to skip unnecessary RD calculations. The fast mode-decision algorithms are proposed for coding unit (CU) and prediction unit (PU) respectively on basis of neural networks, which are not only parallel-friendly but also easy for VLSI design [118], [119]. More specifically, the fast algorithm first carries out a coarse analysis based on the local gradients to classify the blocks into homogeneous and edge categories. This strategy not only can reduce the burden of CNN but also can make CNN avoid ill-conditions due to homogeneous blocks. Then, the CNN is designed for edge blocks to decrease no less than two CU partition modes in each CTU for full rate-distortion optimization process. The designed network contains one convolution layer with one max pooling layer followed by three full connected layers and takes the QP values into network at the last fully connected layer. Each square CU is used as network input while the output is the binary decision of quad-split or no-split for current CU. As such, the recursive mode traverse and selection process is eliminated. On average, their method achieves 61.1% intra coding time saving, whereas the BD rate loss is only 2.67% compared with HM-12.0. Xu et al. predicted the entire CTU partition structure by using both CNN and LSTM to determine whether the mode decision should be early terminated [120].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Image and video compression aims to seek more compact representation for visual signals while keeping high quality, and become more and more important in big visual data era. In this paper, the neural network based image and video compression techniques have been reviewed, especially for the recent deep learning based image and video compression techniques. With the survey presented earlier in this paper, it is apparent that the state-of-the-art neural network based end-to-end image compression is still in its infancy which only outperforms the JPEG2000 and struggles against HEVC. The marriage of neural network and traditional hybrid video coding framework obtained significant performance improvement compared with the latest video coding standard, HEVC. This demonstrates the advantages of both neural networks and hybrid video coding framework.

Based on the review, we think that the advantages of neural network in image and video compression are three folds. First, the excellent content adaptivity of neural network is superior to signal processing based model because the network parameters are derived based on lots of practical data while the models in the state-of-the-art coding standards are handcrafted based on image and video prior knowledge. Second, the larger receptive field is widely utilized in neural network models which not only utilizes the neighboring information but also can improve coding efficiency by leveraging samples from far distance, but the traditional coding tools only utilized the neighboring samples and are difficult to utilize far distant samples. Third, the neural network can well represent both texture and feature, which makes the joint compression optimization for both human view and machine vision analysis. However, the existing coding standards only pursue high compression performance toward human view task.

We envision that deep learning based image/video compression will play more important roles in representing and delivering images and videos with better quality and fewer bitrates, and the following confronted issues are required to be further investigated:

- **Semantic-fidelity oriented image and video compression.** Along with the fast development of computer vision techniques and explosively increasing of images and videos, the visual signal receivers are not only human visual system, but also the computer vision algorithms. Meanwhile, the neural network especially deep learning techniques are more appropriate for semantic information representation based on its great success in image and video understanding tasks. Therefore, the semantic-fidelity will become critical for further applications as well as traditional visual-fidelity requirement.

- **Rate-distortion (RD) optimization guided neural network training and adaptive switching for compression task.** The rate-distortion theory is the key of the success for traditional image and video compression, but it has not been well explored in current neural network based compression tasks. A single network to deal with all the images and videos with diverse structures is inefficient obviously. Therefore, the multi-network adaptively training and switching according to RD is a possible solution.

- **Memory and computation efficient design for practical image and video codec.** The biggest obstacle in hindering the deployment of deep learning based image and video compression is the burdens in computation and memory. To achieve high performance, larger neural
networks with more layers and nodes are usually considered, but the various efficiency of network parameters are not well explored. For image and video compression problem, at present, there is no related research work by jointly considering both the compression performance and the efficiency in computation and memory for neural networks, which is important for practical applications.

For the semantic-friendly oriented image and video compression, we have attempted to design innovative visual signal representation framework to elegantly support both human vision viewing and machine vision analysis. In view of the lightweight and the importance of features for visual semantic descriptors, e.g., CNN features, we proposed the hierarchical visual signal representation in [121] by jointly compressing the feature descriptors and visual content. More specially, for each video frame, feature descriptors are first extracted and compressed, and then the decoded features are utilized to assist visual content compression by handling large-scale global motion. This strategy not only improves the visual content compression efficiency but also ensures the visual analysis performance due to the feature extraction from original video without the influence of compression artifacts. In [122], we further investigated the novel visual signal representation structure with deep learning based end-to-end image compression framework, which can directly conduct more image understanding tasks from the compression domain. The rationale behind this approach lies in that the neural network architectures commonly used for learned compression (in particular the encoders) are similar to the ones commonly used for inference, and learned image encoders are hence, in principle, capable of extracting features relevant for inference tasks. As such, this approach could be extended in the future to simultaneously train and learn for the end-to-end image compression and understanding.

In CNN based image and video compression, the CNN model compression is also a multi-variable optimization problem, which should be optimized jointly considering computational cost, CNN performance and rates utilized for CNN transmission (if needed). The previous work [123] proposed a complexity-distortion optimization formulation under power constraints for video coding problem, which can be further extended to CNN model compression optimization jointly with computational costs and video compression performance.

Based on the discussion of this paper, neural network has also shown promising results on future image and video compression tasks. Although there are still many problems in computational complexity and memory consumption, their high efficiency in prediction and compact representation for image and video signals has made neural network obtain substantial coding gain on top of the state-of-the-art video coding frameworks. Their intrinsic parallel-friendly attribute also makes them suitable for the largely deployed parallel computation architectures, e.g., GPU and TPU. Moreover, the network based end-to-end optimization approaches are more flexible than hand-crafted methods, and they can be rapidly optimized or tuned, which also makes the network with enormous potential in further image and video compression problem as well as other artificial intelligence problems.
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